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ABSTRACT

A computer program is presented that selects a small set of short
primer pairs for PCR to sample all the sequences in a user-specified
list of mRNAs. Such primer pairs could be used to increase the prob-
ability of sampling mRNAs of particular interest in differential dis-
play and to generate simplified hybridization probes for DNA chips
or arrays. The program uses simulated PCR to find pairs of primers
that sample more than one sequence in the list. A small set of such
primer pairs is selected that give maximal coverage of the sequences
in the list. Primer pairs are excluded that: (i) generate simulated
PCR products of the same size from a number of sequences in the
list, (ii) can easily form primer dimers, (iii) are outside a specified
range of G+C content or (iv) occur in another list of undesirable se-
quences, such as rRNAs and Alu repeats. Five lists consisting of from
48–285 cDNA sequences were used to test the program. A small
number of pairs of primers, 8–10 bases in length, were selected that
fit the above criteria and that generate one or more simulated PCR
products in all or most of the cDNAs in each list.

INTRODUCTION

The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) uses specific DNA
primers to amplify specific sequences from a complex source
of nucleic acids (13). If arbitrarily selected primers are used
instead, then a reproducible fingerprint of products can be
generated under the appropriate conditions (8,20,21). Arbi-
trary primers initiate PCR from sites on the template with
varying efficiencies depending on the quality of the overall
match and with particular regard to the match at the 3′ end of
the primer. Relatively efficient priming events within a few
thousand base pairs and facing each other on opposite strands,
lead to PCR-amplifiable products. Products that are the most

efficiently primed and most efficiently amplified compete
most effectively in the subsequent PCR amplification and are
visualized as a fingerprint after gel electrophoresis.

This method was first applied to detect polymorphisms
among related genomes because differences in primer-bind-
ing sites result in differences in the resulting PCR products
(21,26). Later, the method was applied to studying differen-
tial expression of arbitrarily sampled RNAs (8,20). Differ-
ences in a cDNA PCR product derived from two isogenic
RNA samples reflected differences in the abundance of the
mRNA between the populations.

One of the features of the method that could be changed is
the arbitrary nature of the sampling. The first efforts to direct
PCR fingerprints to particular sequences were applied to ge-
nomic DNAs. For example, the rate of detection of polymor-
phisms in higher eukaryote nuclear DNA could be increased
by using primers that target the more polymorphic simple re-
peats or hyper-mutable methylation sites (25). Primers can
also be directed towards sequences that are more frequent in
some bacterial genomes (12,22,24,27).

PCR with pairs of degenerate primers derived from back
translation of conserved amino acid motifs have been widely
used for finding new members of gene families (e.g., Refer-
ence 3). Similarly, PCR fingerprinting with primers derived
from conserved motifs sometimes enriches for genes of inter-
est (4,18,28). Another approach to selecting primers for tar-
geted fingerprinting is to determine which oligonucleotide se-
quences are common in the list of sequences of interest and
determine which pairs of primers will give a significant num-
ber of PCR products from these sequences. With the addition
of arbitrary 5′ tails, these primers can then be used at relative-
ly high stringency to sample sequences from the family of in-
terest; although, other mRNAs could also be sampled by the
same primers (9).

We present a program to effectively select perfectly matched
primer pairs for all or most of the sequences in a list of interest.
Primers that match hyper-abundant RNAs are excluded.

RATIONALE

Previously, at least two programs have been written that
select primer pairs that generate a simulated PCR product
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from more than one sequence in a list of sequences of interest
(9,14). In one of these programs (9), primers are chosen that
have a frequency above a set threshold in the sense and anti-
sense strands among the list of sequences of interest. Then
these primers are picked into random groups of thirty, which
are used to generate simulated PCR products. After thousands
of iterations of this sampling strategy, those primers that are
most often found in groups of primers that performed “well”
are chosen for a final list of primers. Then, a particular
primer pair was chosen by the authors in Reference 9 that was
shown to successfully target some mRNAs of interest under
relatively high stringency conditions.

The ability to use these primers for biological experiments
has been demonstrated. Thus, we set out to determine if we
could not only develop a method to select primer pairs that
would also sample multiple sequences in a list, but also allow
maximum coverage of sequences in the list while excluding
primer pairs that could be a problem because they might dom-
inate the resulting mixture of PCR products. To achieve this
goal, we decided to select primers (and their complements)
that occurred frequently in either strand of the sequences of
interest and to use these highly ranked primers in every pair-
wise combination to generate a matrix of simulated PCR
products. Then, by ranking primer pairs by the number of
PCR products they generated and sequences by the number of
primer pairs that generated a simulated PCR product, we
could systematically pick primer pairs by working across and
down the matrix to get maximum coverage, as will be de-
scribed later. This “greedy” algorithm uses a strategy similar
to that used by Pearson et al. (14).

To test the program, we developed four sets of human
cDNAs and fragments of cDNAs. Two of the lists comprised
cDNAs for phylogenetically unrelated proteins that partici-
pated in particular kinds of functions in the cell. One of these
lists comprised cDNAs for genes involved in DNA repair and

replication (DNAREP), and the other list comprised cDNAs
that are known or suspected to be associated with apoptosis
(APO). The other two lists were of phylogenetically related
cDNAs. One list was human nuclear receptor (HNR) cDNAs
(10). The final list was human G-protein-coupled receptors
(GPCR), a family that had previously been used to select
primer pairs using a program of a different design (9), so we
could compare the performance of our program.

PROGRAM DESIGN AND RESULTS

The program was written in the C language on a UNIX
operating system. This program, GeneUP, and a manual are
available to noncommercial users (contact mmcclelland
@skcc.org). To remove duplicated sequences, we applied the
CLEANUP program to each collection (5) (available at
ftp://area.ba.cnr.it/pub/software/cleanup), setting the para-
meters to remove the shorter of any two sequences overlap-
ping by 95% with a similarity higher than 95%. Also, se-
quences with a length of <800 bases were removed from each
collection. While it is difficult to select primer pairs that sam-
ple multiple sequences of <800 bases, users have the option to
attempt to sample all sequences in their list, regardless of
length. The final set of cDNAs for the DNAREP test list is
presented in Table 1. For the other lists, see ftp://ftp. skcc.
org/mcclelland/geneupm.cl. Before and after CLEANUP,
the length of each list was as follows: (DNAREP), 169 vs. 65
human DNA repair-associated mRNAs; (APO), 181 vs. 59
human apoptosis-associated mRNAs; (HNR), 62 vs. 48 hu-
man nuclear receptor mRNAs; and (GPCR), 206 vs. 113 hu-
man G-protein-coupled receptor mRNAs.

We then set out to devise a strategy that would yield the
most useful primer pairs that would sample these genes in a
PCR strategy. The WORDUP program (15) was adapted to
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Table 1. GenBank Accession Nos. of DNAREP Sequences Used in This Study

(DNAREP)

1 D64108 2 X83441 3 L24444 4 X91992 5 D13370

6 Z30094 7 L27425 8 X84740 9 M28650 10 X52221

11 M31899 12 L04791 13 D21235 14 D21090 15 M74524

16 M74525 17 M36067 18 X69821 19 M29971 20 L47579

21 X81030 22 D38500 23 D38501 24 D38502 25 D38503

26 D13804 27 L33262 28 X97795 29 M29474 30 M94633

31 L07872 32 X78627 33 X78262 34 U61981 35 U63139

36 U63329 37 U64315 38 D14533 39 Z11495 40 D21089

41 X69978 42 X71342 43 L34079 44 K03199 45 L09561

46 L37374 47 M87499 48 U09559 49 U12134 50 U13695

51 U13696 52 U18300 53 U27346 54 U28946 55 U32986

56 U37359 57 U40622 58 U40671 59 U47077 60 U72936

61 U75967 62 X15653 63 X83753 64 Y10658 65 Z48796

(DNAREP): 65 human DNA repair-associated mRNAs. Before CLEANUP application, the collections contained 169 se-
quences.



generate a list of the most common oligomers of various
lengths from each of these four lists, counting the occurrence
of the oligonucleotides in both strands.

The first challenge was to determine the appropriate length
of the primers. In a random distribution of all four nu-
cleotides, a typical 10-mer sequence occurs about once every
1 000 000 bp (410). However, sequences in biological samples
rarely approach this random model. In long lists of cDNAs,
the most frequent 10-mers may occur often enough to be use-
ful as primers. However, in the shorter lists of cDNAs used in
the examples we present, even the most common 10-mers oc-
cur only a few times in the four lists, and 11-mers were gener-
ally confined to regions of conserved amino acid motifs (data
not shown). Thus, 9-mers or shorter might be required for
these shorter lists.

In a random DNA sequence, a typical 9-mer has a frequen-
cy of about one in 131 000 bp (most of which do not occur
even once in all 285 mRNAs in all four lists). However, the
most prevalent 9-mer occurs 22 times in the DNAREP list, 17
times in the APO list, 20 times in the HNR list and 40 times in
the GPCR list. Similarly, a typical 8-mer has a frequency of
one in 32 000 bp (about three times in a list of 50 mRNAs),
and the most prevalent 8-mer occurs 36 times in the DNAREP
list, 30 times in the APO list, 34 times in the HNR list and 68

times in the GPCR list.
Gresshoff and colleagues have shown that primers as short

as five bases could be used for PCR (2). However, short
primers of 5 or 6 bases, while they would occur frequently in
the list of interest, would also occur frequently in other RNAs
and therefore might not generate any significant selectivity
for the mRNAs in our list of interest.
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Table 2. GenBank Accession Nos. of Hyper-Abundant Sequences Used to Exclude Primers in This Study

Alu elements:

U14567 U14568 U14569 U14570 U14571 U14572

U14573 U14574

LINE Elements and 3′ mRNAs fragments carrying parts of LINE elements:

AA017128 AA018943 AA022026 AA055654 AA057222 AA074788

AA076364 AA081957 AA081993 AA082639 AA084139 AA084303

AA085706 AA085707 AA088273 AA088381 AA095194 AA100276

AA102000 AA112088 AA112316 AA112323 AA113978 AA121767

AA121839 AA121840 AA121875 AA121876 AA121916 AA126794

AA126847 AA128621 AA128858 AA129985 AA130476 AA130536

AA131481 AA136629 AA136637 AA136721 AA136934 AA136977

AA148366 C17235 D58460 H03599 H13052 H20876

H82488 H85238 H92806 M78222 M85371 N20521

N22643 N23244 N23646 N23655 N23657 N23864

N24958 N25053 N29555 N33076 N41014 N70045

N76123 N76330 N79938 R14820 T02866 T02882

T03057 T03259 T06602 T06958 T07197 T16214

T48647 T56669 T57073 T57474 T57745 T59577

T60735 T63720 T90251 W03161 W03511 W19702

W26931 W26997 W27003 W37681 W58442 W85828

W90097 W90195 W93703

K03432|HUMRGEA Human 18S rRNA gene

M11167|HUMRGM Human 28S ribosomal RNA gene

J01866|HUMRRB Human 5.8S ribosomal RNA

D38112|HUMMTA Human mitochondrial DNA, complete sequence

Table 3: Effect of Removing Primers that Occur in Hyper-Abundant
RNAs

Primers Remaining

List 8-mers 9-mers

DNAREP 15 38

APO 15 30

HNR 26 50

GPCR 28 45

The-top ranked 100 primers were examined, and those
that occurred in the hyper-abundant RNAs were re-
moved.



Although primers of 8–12 bases in length are probably the
most useful for the applications described here, the program
has the option to search for oligomers from 6-mers to any
length in a given list of sequences (with limitations to the
number and length of sequences to be analyzed dependent on
the memory available on the computer).

The program can exclude primers that occur in a user-spec-
ified list of sequences. Specifically, we wished to exclude
primers that occurred in hyper-abundant RNAs, such as ribo-
somal RNAs, mitochondrial RNAs and dispersed repeats, on
the theory that cDNA from such sources could adversely af-
fect the results by leading to a few dominant PCR products. In
human RNAs, the most abundant dispersed repeats are Alu
and LINE (1,7,16). Even after poly(A) selection of mRNA or
oligo(dT) priming, Alu and LINE repeats are undiminished,
and rRNAs and mtRNAs generally still constitute a substan-
tial but variable minority of the resulting population. A sub-
stantial fraction of 9-mers and the majority of 8-mers can be
expected to occur in this list of hyper-abundant RNAs. Exclu-
sion of perfect matches in these RNAs should reduce cDNA
synthesis and subsequent arbitrary priming in these
hyper-abundant RNAs and thus improve targeting to the less-
abundant RNAs of interest during PCR amplification.

Note that primers that have only a single mismatch in a hy-

per-abundant RNA may still prime quite efficiently on that
undesirable target. As a step towards removing such primers,
we have added an option for users to remove all 10-mers that
have a perfect match with a hyper-abundant 9-mer at the 3′
end or, in general, all n-mers that have a perfect match with a
hyper-abundant (n-1)-mer at the 3′ end. 

In the examples we present here, primers are subtracted
that occur in a list of the rRNAs, mtDNA and eight represen-
tative Alu elements, compiled in Table 2. Every occurrence of
a potential primer match in either strand of these sequences is
excluded. In addition, a list of 99 mRNAs that carry frag-
ments of LINE elements was compiled. LINE element se-
quences are most typically found in a 5′ truncated form in the
3′ end of mRNAs (6). Any oligonucleotide that occurs three
or more times in either strand in this list is excluded from the
oligomers generated from the list of sequences of interest.
This step removed oligonucleotides that were common in
LINE elements as well as some that were common in the
non-coding 3′ ends of these 99 mRNAs. Only oligonu-
cleotides over 7 bases in length remain after the subtraction
step because the vast majority of the 16 384 possible 7-mers
occur in rRNAs, mtDNA, Alu or in the 3′ end of LINEs.
Thus, we confined further analyses to lists of 8-mer and
9-mer oligonucleotides. Table 3 shows the effect of subtract-
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Figure 1. 8-mer primer pairs for 65 human cDNAs associated with DNAREP. (A) Selected primer pairs. (B) Resulting simulated PCR products. All genes
listed in Table 1 were amplified.

(A)
Primer Pair Primer Sequences (5′′ to 3′′)

D8′-C8 : GGAAGGAG-CTCCTGCA
T9-B17 : CTGGCTGA-TGAGGAAG
E7-M14 : CCTCCTGG-GGGGCAGC

U18′-T10′ : AGGAGGAA-CTCCTTTC
J12-W6 : GCCAGTGG-CCCAGCCT
U6′-J0′ : GCTCTGGG-CAGGCTGT
T9′-N15 : TCAGCCAG-TCAGGAAG
D8′-G11′ : GGAAGGAG-CCTGGCTC
I10′-S16 : AGCTGAAG-TCTGGGCT
K5-S7′ : CATCCAGA-TCTGAAGG

D5′-K1 : AGAACCTG-AGAGCTTC
B11-S15 : GAGAAGCA-TCCAGCAG
B5-B10 : CAGGTGGA-CTGTCACC
Q2-M10 : AGTTCCTG-CTTCTGGA
Z0′-H7 : GCTGAAGT-CCTCTGCT
Y4′-Z1 : CAGCCCTG-AGCCCCAG
T7′-P10 : GCTGAAGG-CTTGCTGA
I12′-X10′ : GGCCTGGC-GCCACTTC
S4-O15 : CAGGAGAG-TCAGGAGG

S11-F5 : GCAGAAGT-CAGTGGTG
Z5-C4 : CCAGAAGG-CAGCAGAG

E17-D14 : TGCAGATG-GGCTCTCT

(B)
Primer Pair Gene No. Product Length
D8′-C8 17 121

27 522
34 154
36 682
40 138
43 742
49 522
64 355

T9-B17 5 526
8 122

29 541
45 247
47 496
58 122

E7-M14 2 422
10 435
40 163
44 266
61 547
65 191

U18′-T10′ 1 904
17 305
43 481
53 177
59 666
61 490

J12-W6 3 382
8 393

21 237
40 955
58 393
59 231

U6′-J0′ 22 433
23 431
24 540
36 359
51 561
55 941

T9’-N15 8 51
26 251

58 51
60 276
63 276

D8′-G11′ 6 816
7 96

17 228
27 798
49 798

I10′-S16 12 603
27 720
37 234
49 720
57 627

K5-S7′ 24 680
28 281
30 53
56 320
60 296

D5′-K1 24 306
25 484
45 351
51 306
61 328

B11-S15 10 731
27 529
32 140
42 617
49 529

B5-B10 1 214
20 768
33 215
43 212
61 73

Q2-M10 4 447
23 444
45 245
46 635
48 158

Z0′-H7 15 344
17 973
41 757
52 875

Y4′-Z1 14 122
43 555
54 474
62 786

T7′-P10 8 283
11 238
18 958
58 283

I12′-X10’ 19 152
21 121
36 271
43 599

S4-O15 9 420
13 430
35 284
43 253

S11-F5 20 325
38 142
43 470
61 55

Z5-C4 16 213
39 283
59 128

E17-D14 31 254
37 913
50 433



ing perfect matches that occur in hyper-abundant RNAs. Of
the most prevalent 100 primers of 8 and 9 bases in length,
about 80% and 60%, respectively, were found in the hyper-
abundant RNAs and were removed.

Next, the stability of the primer template interaction needs
to be considered. For successful PCR in which both primers
participate, the primers need to be matched with regard to
their melting temperature (Tm) on the template, especially be-
cause PCRs using such primers generally involve high-strin-
gency conditions in order to bias sampling towards perfect
matches. A+T-rich primers are unlikely to interact with the
template as effectively as G+C-rich primers. We added an op-
tion to choose the range of G+C content of the primers. In the
examples presented, we use a window of 50%–90% G+C
content. Later, after the primer pairs to be used have been se-
lected, the Tm of each primer can be equalized by the addition
of arbitrary bases at the 5′ end. Any primers that have two or
more bases of palindrome at the 3′ end are removed to avoid
problems with primer dimers.

Finally, the remaining candidate oligonucleotides and their
complements are combined in every possible combination
and used to generate simulated PCR products from the list of
sequences of interest. The number of candidate oligonucleo-
tides used for this process can be set by the user. The default
setting is 500.

The program searches for simulated PCR products in a size
range set by the user. We chose a size range from 50 to 1000
bases. The upper limit of 1000 bases was chosen because prod-
ucts above this size are less reliable in a mixture of PCR prod-
ucts that also contains many more efficiently amplified prod-
ucts that are only a few hundred bases long. In rare instances
where there is more than one simulated PCR product from a se-
quence using a particular primer pair, then the program retains
only the shorter because this is the product preferred by PCR.

The program only searches for PCR products that have dif-
ferent primers at each end. There is evidence that in a compe-
tition between products that have the same primer at each end
and those that have different primers at each end, those with
different primers predominate after PCR. This phenomenon
may be due to the formation of  panhandles by the products
that have the same primer at each end, giving these products a
disadvantage (23). Thus, we do not wish to rely on such prod-
ucts to sample a particular mRNA.

The program arranges the resulting primer pairs and se-
quences in the list of interest into a matrix. The resulting simu-
lated PCR products (if any) are reported in each cell of the ma-
trix. Next, all primer pairs that share complementarity of two
or more bases at the 3′ end are removed to avoid primer dimers.

The matrix is rearranged so that the primer pairs are
ranked by the number of sequences in the list that they sam-
ple. The primer pair that samples the most sequences in the
list is ranked first. The sequences are ranked by the number of
primer pairs that generate a product. The most frequently
sampled sequence is ranked first.

The matrix is simplified by including only primer pairs
that sample at least a specified number of sequences. In the
following results, the threshold is set so that each primer pair
samples at least two sequences (or at least five). The matrix is
further simplified by using an option to exclude primer pairs
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that generate products of the same size from a number of se-
quences in the list of interest.

The simplified matrix is used to select primer pairs. First,
those primer pairs that sample sequences that are sampled  by
no other primer pair are selected. These primer pairs will be
selected at some point, so it is most parsimonious to select
them immediately. The sequences that match these primer
pairs are removed from the matrix. The matrix is rearranged
to show the top-ranking primer pair for the remaining se-
quences. This primer pair is chosen, the matching sequences
are removed and so on, until the possibilities are exhausted.

When the program was tested, we found that often a few
sequences were not sampled by the first matrix. To improve
inclusion of sequences, the program iterates the oligonu-

cleotide selection procedure using only those sequences that
are not sampled by the first selected set of primer pairs or are
sampled by only one primer pair. A new set of oligonu-
cleotides that are ranked highly in this subset of previously
unsampled sequences is added to the first list of primers, and a
new matrix is generated and resolved. Iteration of this proce-
dure leads to all or nearly all sequences in the list being repre-
sented. The user can set the number of iterations from 0 to 10.
In the examples presented, we have used five iterations, with
the 500 top new primers added to the list at each iteration.

Finally, the program generates an output of each primer
pair, the sequences that each primer pair samples and the size
of the product.

An example of the results of these experiments for oc-
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Table 5. Selectivity of Primers for the List of Interest

Number of Number of
List Primers Primer Pairs cDNA Samples

5A: GPCR-specific 10-mers and their complements, previously published (9), were used to generate the matrix.

(iterations = 5, minimum number of genes per primer pair = 2):

GPCR 20 6 18 of 113
(minus 8 0 0 of 113
hyper-abundant)

5B: GPCR-specific 8-mers and their complements, derived from those previously published (9), were used to generate the
matrix.

(iterations = 5, minimum number of genes per primer pair = 2):

GPCR 60 30 110 of 113
(minus 19 26 86 of 113
hyper-abundant)

Table 4: Performance of Primer Pairs Generated by the Program

Primer cDNAs Total No. Simulated
List Primers Pairs Sampled PCR Products

8-mers (iterations = 5, new oligonucleotides per iteration = 500, minimum number of genes per primer pair = 2):

DNAREP 43 22 65 (100%) 108
APO 44 22 59 (100%) 106
HNR 22 12 48 (100%) 71
GPCR 44 25 113 (100%) 179
All 108 60 285 (100%) 494

(minimum number of genes per primer pair = 5):

All 111 66 285 (100%) 568

9-mers (iterations = 5, new oligonucleotides per iteration = 500, minimum number of genes per primer pair = 2):

DNAREP 61 31 63 of 65 (97%) 105
APO 55 28 56 of 59 (95%) 101
HNR 48 21 48 (100%) 48
GPCR 73 41 113 (100%) 202
All 191 107 285 (100%) 490

(minimum number of genes per primer pair = 5):

All 104 61 176 (62%) 385

10-mers (iterations = 3, new oligonucleotides per iteration = 500, minimum number of genes per primer pair = 2):

All 191 108 228 of 285 (80%) 399



tamers is presented in Figure 1. Table 4 summarizes data for
octamers and nonamers for the four lists and for a fifth list
consisting of the other four lists melded into one list of 285
cDNAs. Pairs of decamers sampled 80% of the list of 285
cDNAs using primer pairs that target at least two cDNAs. Oc-
tamers can sample all 285 cDNAs, even when the minimum
number sampled per primer pair is raised to five. A complete
set of data for all five lists is available (ftp.skcc.org/
mcclelland/geneupm.cl).

The algorithm we used does not consider whether any par-
ticular cDNA is sampled by more than one primer pair in the
selected list. Indeed, in all four lists, a typical cDNA was sam-
pled by two primer pairs (Table 4, last column). This redun-
dancy in sampling can be an advantage because it should part-
ly ameliorate circumstances where one primer pair happens to
be targeted to a region of a mRNA that is difficult to amplify.

Twenty primers of ten bases in length were developed by
others for sampling GPCR cDNAs (9). These primers sam-
pled 18 of the 113 GPCRs in our list (Table 5A). We then
used every possible 8-mer within these 10-mers (a total of
sixty primers) as input into GeneUP, and these were very ef-
fective, sampling 96% in the GPCR list (Table 5B). Interest-
ingly, most of these primers had perfect matches in hyper-
abundant RNAs. When these were removed, the remaining
primers sampled still sampled an impressive 76% of cDNAs
in the GPCR list (Table 5B). By comparing the yield of
primer pairs, it is probable that GeneUP will perform as well
as the Monte Carlo method (9), while allowing additional
constraints to be imposed.

The rate at which primer pairs also sample other cDNAs
not in the list is a matter of concern. To approximate the rate
of such sampling, we used the primers selected for each list to
determine if they would sample the other lists. Using a total
of 151 primers on the “wrong lists” in 4 000 000 tests, we pre-
dict that each 8-mer primer pair would match perfectly about
one in every 4000 mRNAs in a typical cell. So each primer
pair would sample five other mRNAs in addition to the set of

mRNAs of interest. A similar calculation for 8-mers derived
from the 10-mers of Lopez-Nieto and Nigam (9) indicated a
similar or higher rate of sampling of other mRNAs.

DISCUSSION

In this theoretical paper, we have devised a program that
can select pairs of PCR primers that sample multiple se-
quences from a list of cDNAs. Table 6 summarizes the vari-
ables that can be set in this program. The program is capable
of simulating PCR products to find primer pairs that match all
or nearly all cDNAs in a list. For lists of the size we have
used, 48–285 cDNAs, octamer primers give slightly better
coverage than nonamers after removing primers that occur in
hyper-abundant RNAs. This phenomenon may be less dra-
matic for very long lists where nonamers, or longer oligonu-
cleotides, have a better chance of occurring in a sufficient
number of genes.

Coverage of short lists of phylogenetically related cDNAs
(HNR and GPCR) by nonamers is very effective (100% in
both cases). This is not surprising. Even after removal of the
many primer pairs that generate products of the same size due
to PCR between conserved motifs, there still remain accept-
able primer pairs that consist of one conserved motif and one
statistically common primer.

The primers we have selected for the GPCR list performed
favorably compared with those chosen by a different method
(Compare Tables 4 and 5). For example, after removing
oligonucleotides that occur in hyper-abundant RNAs, Gene-
Up yielded 25 primer pairs that sampled all 113 GPCR in the
list. The Monte Carlo method yielded 26 surviving primer
pairs that sampled 76% of the cDNAs. The effect of removing
primers that occur in hyper-abundant RNAs is very dramatic,
eliminating virtually all 9-mer and 10-mer primers selected
by the Monte Carlo method.

The strategy we have used is designed to nearly maximize
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Table 6. Partial List of Variables that Can Be Selected in the GeneUP Program

Variable Default

Selects top-ranked oligonucleotides of any specified length, 6 bases and longer 8 bases

Oligonucleotides excluded if they occur in an “excluded” list of sequences Human repetitive elements

Exclude oligonucleotides that match all but one base at 5′ end in the excluded list Not excluded

Remove oligonucleotides that can easily form primer dimers Removed

Range of G+C content 50%–90% G+C

Range of PCR product sizes 50–1000 bp

Maximum acceptable number of products in list that are the same size 2

Minimum (and maximum) number of sequences sampled by each primer pair 2 (min), 50 (max)

Perform iterations of oligonucleotide selection for sequences that are not sampled in 2
the first matrix

Select the number of top oligonucleotides to be used at each iteration 500

Two statistical primers per pair or one statistical primer and one anchored primer at Two statistical primer
3′ poly(A) tail for PCR primers 

Select primer pairs from matrix starting with least-sampled sequence or most-sampled Start with most-frequently
sequence that fits criteria sampled sequence



coverage, with the least number of primers. Because only a
selected number of primer pairs are examined and because a
heuristic method, rather than an exhaustive method, is used to
pick primer pairs from the matrix, the strategy does not al-
ways pick the smallest possible set of primer pairs. However,
an exhaustive strategy could be prohibitive because it would
consume more computing power than is practical.

The method presented here is only one of the possible
heuristic approaches to optimize selection of simulated PCR
products from the matrix. Another method to select primer
pairs is to start with the least-frequently sampled sequence in
the matrix and select the primer pair that samples that se-
quence and the most other sequences in the list. The se-
quences that match that primer pair are removed. The matrix
is rearranged, and the remaining least-sampled sequence is
chosen. The top-ranked primer pair that samples that se-
quence is chosen. The sequences that are sampled by that
primer pair are removed. The matrix is rearranged. The itera-
tion continues until the possibilities are exhausted. This alter-
native has been implemented and can be chosen by the user.
To date, we have found that this method generally leads to
slightly less redundancy of coverage but also samples slightly
fewer genes in the list (data not shown). Many other methods
to pick primer pairs from the matrix can be envisioned.

One of the enduring limitations with the strategy we have
outlined is the fact that oligonucleotides that are highly
ranked in our list of interest are likely to be quite common in
mRNAs, in general. The exclusion of hyper-abundant RNAs
does not exclude the other 10 000 or more mRNAs in the cell
that are not in the list of interest. We can expect that some of
these other sequences will also have perfect or near-perfect
matches with the primers, oriented correctly for PCR and at
an appropriate distance apart. Thus, primers selected by the
program increase the probability that the sequences of inter-
est are given an opportunity to be sampled but will not neces-
sarily exclude other sequences from being sampled in the
same mixture of PCR products. It is not the intention of the
program to select primers that have perfect matches exclu-
sively with a number of the sequences of interest, while hav-
ing no matches in other sequences. Rather, the purpose of the
program is to ensure that the sequences of interest are among
the best matches, so as to maximize the chance that these se-
quences will occur in the mixture of PCR products.

The other RNAs of most concern are those that are abun-
dant in the cell because these will give a prominent PCR prod-
uct. While the genes we are interested in will probably be sam-
pled, if expressed, products from more abundant mRNAs may
predominate and obscure or reduce the yield of the products of
interest. We have taken the first step to minimize this problem
by excluding the most abundant RNAs in the cell. However, in
the future, it might be possible for this strategy to be taken a
step further. Accumulating information on the relative rank of
mRNAs in cells may allow the identification of the top 100 or
500 mRNAs that occur in most cell types in humans. A list of
such genes would be valuable because it could be used to ex-
clude primer pairs from consideration if, for example, more
than one of these more abundant RNAs was likely to give a
PCR product with a primer pair or if the expected products
might be a similar size to the PCR product of interest.

Alternatively, it may be possible to improve the program to
check all known Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) from the
species and determine how often a particular pair of primers
samples the whole list. Pairs that sample above a threshold
could be excluded. ESTs are available in GenBank (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/index.html).

Even with the caveat that other mRNAs will usually be
sampled by any primer pairs chosen, it is worth noting that
the mixture of PCR products is enriched for the intended
mRNAs, even if other undesired RNAs are also sampled.
Thus, these mixtures should be effective probes in differential
hybridization experiments against clones for the expected
mRNAs because the complexity of the probe is much lower
than total cDNA (19). This could be of particular interest in
strategies that are used to array clones or oligonucleotides on
chips where the complexity of the probe can be a limiting fac-
tor in detecting rare transcripts. For recent reviews, see Refer-
ences 11 and 17.

Presently, the short primers selected using computer meth-
ods have additional arbitrary bases appended at the 5′ end
when used in PCRs (9). These extra bases are used to ensure
efficient PCR under the high-stringency conditions needed to
select the best matches at the 3′ end. The extra bases can also
be used to balance out the G+C content and thus the Tm of
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each primer in the primer pairs. These additional arbitrary
bases naturally lead to some concern that primers will be bi-
ased towards the subset of sequences that happen to have
good matches with the arbitrary extension. Thus, it is worth
considering other strategies. One idea might be to use degen-
erate primers. This would allow some primers of 10 or more
bases long to occur many times in short lists of sequences. We
are currently performing the necessary biological experi-
ments to determine if this would be a fruitful avenue for fur-
ther program development.

Another variation on the method we use here may be of in-
terest to many readers who wish to sample the 3′ ends of
cDNAs (8). A single statistically selected primer can be com-
bined with an anchored oligo(dT) primer that has one or more
non-thymidine bases at the 3′ end and that primes at the bor-
der of the polyadenylation site in a large selected fraction of
the mRNAs. This alternative has been implemented as an op-
tion for the program.

In this paper, we have largely ignored redundancy in the
sampling of cDNAs in the list of interest while concentrating
on maximizing coverage. We are currently working on a mod-
ification of the program that would sample the maximum
number of mRNAs in long lists, such as all known human
ESTs or all known open reading frames in a bacteria, with the
least redundancy.
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